Accessories for slide stainers FS-9-25, FS-12-25, FS-16-COMBO,
FS-16-HISTO for transportation, storage, and processing
of preparations on slides (applicable for cervical screening)

Vertical rack insert for 20 slides (RI-20) (Fig 1) designated for placing slides with cell samples taken
from the patient, for example, during cytological screening. The capacity of the RI-20 is 20 slides. For
transportation of the RI-20 in the laboratory, the special protective containers are used (see Fig. 3-4):
- plastic suitcase for 10 pcs. RI-20 with a tray for accompanying documents (capacity of at least
200 A4 sheets);
- a box made of corrugated cardboard with ten sockets (for 10 RI-20 with slides);
- a box made of corrugated cardboard with five sockets (for 5 RI-20 with slides);
- a box made of corrugated cardboard with two sockets (for 2 RI-20 with slides).
The use of the insert-racks with special containers minimizes manipulations with slides and
ensures the safety of preparations.

RH-20 racks-holders (Fig. 2) are used for processing preparations in automated slide stainers
FS-12-25, FS-9-25, FS-16-COMBO, FS-16-HISTO.

Fig. 1 Rack-insert RI-20 for 20 slides

Fig. 2 Rack-holder RH-20 with RI-20

In the laboratory, the rack insert with slides (Fig. 1) are placed in rack-holders (Fig. 2) without reloading
the slides, RH-20 with RI-20 are loaded into the automated slide stainer, where the preparations are
stained according to a given program.

RI-20 rack Insert is supplied in protective containers (reusable or disposable). The disposable
protective packaging in the form of corrugated cardboard boxes, with minor wear, can be reused.

Fig. 3 Reusable protective containersuitcase for ten rack-insert RI-20.

Fig. 4 Disposable protective packaging boxes on the 2 and 5 insert-racks RI-20.
RI-20, RH-20 are accessories of automated slide stainers FS-9-25, FS-12-25, FS-16-COMBO,
FS-16-HISTO. Those accessories are applicable for cervical screening.
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